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An ANOVA test finds no significant difference across
the accuracies of the different models

ANOVA test confirms a significant difference in
models' performances across the emotion classes 
Models perform the worst on either Fear or Anger 
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Interdisciplinary topics

3. Methodology

1. Background
Music Affect Content Analysis
is the analysis of affect states induced by music content as stimuli
Applications:

Is it feasible to translate between representation schemes of Music Affect
Content using Machine Learning Models?
What variables impact the performance of the translation? 

4. Findings

5. Limitations

6. Conclusion

Yes!

proximity of Fear & Anger in Valence & Tension dimensions
using categorical emotions to describe music affect states

using acoustic properties
using more dispersed categorical emotions 

Feasible?

Variables that impact performance?

Future research ideas:

Note: these conclusions have been made based on this specific Music Affect database using the
specific emotion schemes, it is unknown how this model would generalize to different datasets, 
 as well as whether translation between different schemes are feasible      

Representation Schemes: Discrete vs. Dimensional

Therapy, Filmmaking, Marketing

Tukey test results: Anger & Fear are significantly
different in : 

Analysis of Fear and Anger

Cannot conclude which model is better
Similarity of Fear and Anger causes low accuracy

music as stimuli can only induce a restricted range of
unpleasantness and activation (Valence & Arousal), causing
a small separation of emotions [3]
 Dimensional schemes are more representative of states
induced by music than categorical emotions [1]

Discussion

Past studies suggest...
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